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Meeting Highlights and Action Plan
Topic

Tornado update

Key Points
Ken stated that Clark County EMA has been assisting at Montgomery county EOC. Clark
County EMA help Harrison county set up a point of distribution. Lisa was ask to set up a
FAC in Trotwood it was ran by ADAMS. The FAC was held at a church and 12 or so agencies
set up. Last Saturday the count was 1200 ‐1300 households came through the FAC. As of
right now the FAC will be open till the end of this week and then be moving into FEMA.
Sandy has gone to the FAC multiple times. She is hearing that the families just now heard
about the FAC. Some people are homeless still. The shelters are closed now. There is going
to be a lot of anger people that still need help. Sandy had a family of 7 that are living out of
their car and the mom was thinking suicide, families still need help.
Ken is trying to share all information with as many people as possible.
Adrian‐ Greene county thought they would set up a FAC and had it already but they decide
not to do. They did put up an emotional support, people came and they are suffering and
the kids are suffering. There isn’t information being pushed out in Beavercreek. Greene
county had a hard time filling the needs due to all attention going to Montgomery County.
Ken‐ two different kinds of assistants from FEMA I.A induvial assistant for citizen and PA
public assistant (Government). On Facebook we are seeing a lot of support groups going
up. Ken pass out SAMHSA Disasters Kit he found the Field Manual useful. The lady that is
running the 937 tornado Facebook page Ken gave the kits to her to hand to pastor or
people who lead a support group. Ken thinks that FEMA sent out a request for local mental
health workers.
Adrian – that was her phone conference yesterday and FEMA funding for MH workers to
go door to check in on the community. Problem is it’s a 60 day program don’t know when
you get your people and it’s a 2 day training and overseen by one of the mental health
providers. They decide not to apply for the funding just too much. They decide to use the
OCRT. Also returning to school there will be an increase of homeless kids returning to
school things will look different.
Ken‐ do to the media getting out the tornado warning as fast as they did is why there was
no death.
Sandy – was amazed by the resilience in the community.
Ken‐ stated that the lower income apartment are handle this better because they have no
attachment to the apartment, vs. the families that have lived in the same house for years
and now it is destroyer. A lot of the families are living in the hotels right now. Some of the
older apartments will not be as big as they where do to new codes.
Ken‐ Trauma 101 train the trainer coming up 2 day training on Tuesday and Thursday.
Sue – What is it? What we training the trainer to do, what skill will come out of this
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training?
CCCHD Fire Drill

Due to CCCHD fire drill our meeting was cut short.

Next Meeting: August 20,2019 07:30 @ CCCHD

